
 
 

FEATURE ARTICLES - 2009 
TranSystems places a high importance on thought leadership and education in the supply chain arena.  
Our professionals have written or been featured in over 250 articles in the trade press and such business 
publications as Fortune Magazine and the Wall Street Journal.  A sampling of our contributions since 
December 2008 is listed below.  Please contact us if you would like to receive a copy of any article.  
 
SEPTEMBER 2009 
Labor Management: Investing in Human Capital 
" Without an educated and motivated workforce, labor management systems and tools will take you only so far. 
During the past year, the potential of labor and workforce management systems using engineered standards for 
warehouse productivity improvement has been widely heralded in the press and on the Web.  New tools focus on 
integrating these systems with demand-based planning, scheduling and warehouse management systems (WMS) to 
improve customer service by better matching the workload to predictable workforce capacity.  I am excited by these 
developments.  For this brief column, however, allow me to approach the subject from a different angle..." 
Read more at Modern Materials Handling  
  
AUGUST 2009 
Ten Common Errors When Relocating a Plant 
Everyone has made a move at sometime in his or her life... moved their families, their relatives and maybe even their 
friends and/or neighbors.  Some people have even moved a manufacturing plant, a large facility or parts thereof... it 
is rare that manufacturers or distributors, ...have pulled it off smoothly...  In most operational facilities there is just too 
much at stake to try to expect a fully employed operations team to handle both jobs simultaneously...many significant 
issues that must be considered and having the right internal people in the same room at the same time long enough 
to plan adequately is almost impossible... some of the most common mistakes that we have seen..." 
Read more at Plant Engineering  
  
AUGUST 2009 
Materials Handling: Doing it Right the First Time 
"After so much has been invested in fine-tuning methodology to minimize warehouse project development and 
implementation miscues, why do we continue to hear stories of troubled or failed initiatives?  Surefire failure triggers 
could fill a book, but some of the most notable include:.." 
Read more at Modern Materials Handling  
  
JUNE 2009 
RFID: Flash in the Pan…Want to know where RFID stands in Today’s Supply Chain? 
" Nothing in the past 30 years—not even the bar code—had such a dramatic impact on the supply chain as the 
November 4, 2003 announcement by the 800-pound gorilla from northwest Arkansas (Wal-Mart).  Business journals 
and the national media treated the topic as if it were the 'second coming'..." 
Read more at Modern Materials Handling  
  
MAY 2009 
Materials handling: Cross-docking evolves - it's not just about increasing speed to 
market anymore 
Maida Napolitano interviews TranSystems personnel and others in this article on cross-docking evolution - "Today, 
cross-docking is helping shippers make the most out of every mile - while cutting costs along the way.  Strategy No. 
3: You Cross-dock Some; You Store Some..." 
Read more at Modern Materials Handling 



 
  
MAY 2009 
Warehousing and Distribution Centers: Redrawing your DC Network 
Maida Napolitano interviews TranSystems personnel and others in this article discussing supply chain network 
optimization - "With sales plummeting and stores closing, you suddenly find yourself with a distribution infrastructure 
that's designed to support a much bigger organization.  You've got to scale back, and you've got to do it quickly.  
Here are seven market trends making today's DC network more flexible and more sustainable in trying times...” 
Read more at Logistics Management  
   

JANUARY 2009 
Dynamic Storage  
Don Derewecki contributes to this article in January's issue of Modern Materials Handling: 
"Depending on the number of SKUs passing through your distribution center, a dynamic storage option can help 
keep them moving.  Dynamic storage, including gravity flow and push back rack, uses gravity to shift cartons or 
pallets down toward the receiving point.  Sure, for a warehouse with thousands of SKUs, simply putting an item 
statically on a shelf can work fine.  But for a manufacturing plant or distribution center with only a few SKUs but huge 
throughput on those items, a more efficient storage system is necessary.  Depending on what you're storing...” 
Read more at Modern Materials Handling  
  

DECEMBER 2008 
Tips for Tough Times  
John Hill's monthly column for Modern Materials Handling offers some Tips to help keep the wolves at bay...: 
" With revenue and margin challenges not expected to diminish for another 12 to 24 months and bailout support an 
unlikely option for any organization without a fairy godmother, companies are scrambling to cut costs, maintain 
service levels and increase productivity. Part of the answer is inspired leadership that gains buy in and support from 
all employees by clearly articulating the challenges – and, collaboratively building and implementing action plans for 
addressing them that show specifically how individual performance impacts results. 
What we’re talking about here is ...” 
Read more at Modern Materials Handling  
 


